
English Lesson Class 3 

Lesson 1 

Just to recap the vocabulary from last week. Can you sort these words into these headings? 

 

Abstract nouns Geographical 
Terms 

Concrete nouns Verbs Adjectives 
 

     
 
 

 

rivulet allure alluring serene manipulate 
malleable suspension malleable ridge rivulet 
modify tranquil crag relax smooth 
mountainous stream meticulous spoke gears 
helmet contort twist 

 
balance loch 

inaccessible bumpy unlevelled arduous majestic 
robust breezy ponder peril collision 
complex backflip ascend hop descend 

 

Can you recall any other vocabulary from your work on ‘The Ridge’ from last week? Did you come up 

with any of your own? Have you used these words in your speech with others in your family? 

Lesson 2  

This video is helpful when understanding about journalistic writing. 

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-journalistic-writing 

You are a journalist for the local newspaper on the Isle of Skye. Can you write some interview questions 

for Danny? Remember your questions should be open ended so they encourage him to express his view 

point and experiences of riding the Cuillin Ridge.  

For example, you could ask, what kind of preparation did you do for this challenge?  

 

Now, can you write down the responses he would have given to your questions? Remember that Danny 

would have researched this ride carefully so he will also use the vocabulary we have discussed when 

responding to the questions.  

 

 

 

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-journalistic-writing


Lesson 3 and Lesson 4 

As a journalist, you are going to write a newspaper report for the local paper about Danny’s challenge on 

the Cuillin Ridge. Can you recall how to write a newspaper article?  

Here is a checklist to help you remember, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can set out your newspaper report in any format of your choosing? You may want to include 

photographs (or your sketches) of the main events. 

 

Lesson 5 

Can you now convert your newspaper report on Danny MacAskill into a report for the evening news on 

television? Consider carefully how you would do this? Would you include the same information? Would 

you leave some information out? Would your vocabulary change? Perhaps you could ask a family member 

to film it for you?  


